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Abstract—We propose an accurate and low-complexity blind
adaptive algorithm for chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation
and estimation in coherent optical systems. The method is based
on a Frequency Domain Equalizer (FDE), a low complexity Time
Domain Equalizer arranged in a butterfly structure (B-TDE)
and an Optical Performance Monitoring (OPM) block in a loop
configuration. The loop is such that, at each iteration, the CD
value compensated by the B-TDE and estimated by the OPM is
given to the FDE; according to this estimation, in the subsequent
iteration, the FDE compensates also this quantity. The procedure
is repeated until the majority of CD is compensated by the FDE
and a small residual quantity is compensated by a low complexity
B-TDE with a small number of taps. The method is extended to
long haul uncompensated links exploiting the information on the
mean square error (MSE) provided by the B-TDE. The proposed
algorithm is then experimentally validated for a polarization
multiplexed quadrature phase shift keying (PM-QPSK) signal
at 112 Gbit/s propagating along 1000 km of uncompensated Z
PLUS® optical fiber. A statistical analysis of the performance
of the proposed solution, in terms of mean value and standard
deviation of the CD estimation error, is carried out, running a
set of simulations including different impairments, such as noise,
polarization dependent loss, polarization mode dispersion and
self-phase modulation in a line of 1000 km of uncompensated
G.652 optical fiber. Our method could be used to compensate
and estimate any CD quantity without increasing the number of
taps in the B-TDE and exploiting devices already included in the
system (TDE, FDE and OPM) arranged in a loop.

Index Terms—Chromatic dispersion compensation, frequency
domain equalizer, optical performance monitoring, polarization
multiplexing, QPSK, time domain equalizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL transmission systems based on coherent detec-
tion and digital signal processing (DSP) of polarization

division multiplexing (PDM)multilevel modulation formats are
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attracting strong attention and are considered for nextgeneration
optical networks [1]. The main advantage of coherent receivers
is to provide both amplitude and phase information of the re-
ceived signal. These allow the DSP equalizer to compensate for
the channel linear transfer function in order to recover the trans-
mitted signal. Hence, the digital equalizer structure compen-
sates for all linear channel impairments, namely uncompensated
chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization mode dispersion
(PMD) [2], [3]. This is particularly true in the weakly non-linear
regime of typical optical systems.
In a first approach, both CD and PMD are compensated by

a time-domain equalizer (TDE) [4], implemented by means of
four finite impulse response (FIR) filters arranged in a butterfly
configuration (B-TDE). In case of uncompensated links, the in-
tersymbol interference (ISI) is mainly due to the accumulated
CD and this value determines the required number of taps in the
B-TDE [5], [6]. In high speed systems (100 Gb/s and beyond),
even in the case of dispersion managed links, the ISI induced
by the residual CD is relevant since the corresponding channel
memory is a quadratic function of the baud rate [7].
Another approach assumes that the equalizer is made of two

stages: a non-adaptive finite impulse response filter (FIR) of
proper length dedicated to perform a coarse compensation of the
static accumulated CD and a short adaptive B-TDE dedicated to
PDM signals de-multiplexing and PMD compensation [8]. This
allows a reduced complexity B-TDE (low number of taps), with
fast update for tracking time-varying effects like PMD and ro-
tation of the state of polarization (SOP). However for a large
amount of uncompensated CD, it is convenient to replace the
FIR with a frequency-domain equalizer (FDE) [9]–[11]. In the
frequency domain the FDE multiplies the signal by the inverse
of the CD transfer function, which is an all-pass filter with a
quadratic phase. The advantage of the FDE with respect to the
FIR is that the computational complexity of a FDE is lower even
if compared to a FIR with a small number of taps [12]. How-
ever both these solutions require the knowledge of the residual
CD value of the link. In many cases, the CD is assumed as a
known quantity and preset in the FDE [2], [8]. Particularly, in
links without dispersion compensation, accurate CD knowledge
is critical, since it allows relaxing the condition for the subse-
quent equalization performed by the B-TDE. In this case, an
appropriate compensation at the FDE level is needed otherwise
the digital coherent receiver can fail completely [13]. A blind
approach without large overhead is preferred in order to prevent
any loss of capacity. Moreover, even if the CD parameter does
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not change over time and estimation is only required for ini-
tialization of the equalizer, this procedure must be iterated each
time the lightpaths are established in a dynamic transparent op-
tical network.
Recently, the problem of the adaptive CD compensation in

dynamically switched lightpaths was addressed using delay tap
sampling technique [14], minimummean-square error (MMSE)
equalizer assisted by channel estimation from a training se-
quence [15], overlap frequency domain equalizer (OFDE) with
a blind estimation algorithm operating in time or frequency
domain [10], [16], [17], or using the time domain least mean
square (LMS) adaptive filters [18]. The main characteristics of
the solutions presented in literature are: the need of a look-up
table [14], [16], [17], the need of a training sequence [15]
and a block for only CD estimation [10]. Moreover Xu et al.
[18] analyzed three different solutions: TDE LMS filter, FIR
filter and blind look up filter. The first two solutions have the
characteristics of high number of taps needed for an effective
CD compensation, whilst the last needs a look-up table.
Recently, an Optical Performance Monitoring (OPM) algo-

rithm for coherent optical receivers based on the elaboration of
the B-TDE taps coefficients has been introduced [19], [20] in
order to provide fiber linear parameters information in a simple,
cost- and power-effective way. However, this technique has an
intrinsic limitation, i.e., when the value of the uncompensated
CD induces an ISI length that could not be compensated by a
B-TDE with an acceptable complexity (i.e., a number of taps
not exceeding the number of 21), the estimation of the CD is
not reliable [19].
In this work we propose a blind and adaptive CD compensa-

tion and estimation technique that exploits the best characteris-
tics of both B-TDE and FDE together with an auxiliary OPM
block. The proposed method aims at exploiting elements al-
ready present in the system (TDE, FDE and OPM), and can be
applied to networks where the propagation distance can switch
dynamically [13]. The required number of B-TDE taps for both
CD compensation and estimation does not depend on the ac-
cumulated CD during propagation, thanks to the iterative
loop algorithm. Hence, our technique is robust to any amount
of accumulated CD, without the need of additional resources
(expressed in terms of B-TDE taps number) just increasing the
number of iterations in the loop algorithm.
We tested the performance of our solution in terms of mean

value and standard deviation of the CD estimation error running
a set of simulations where different types of impairments such
as optical noise, polarization dependent loss (PDL), PMD and
self-phase modulation were added to a line of 1000 km of un-
compensated G.652 fiber.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II provides a de-

scription of the OPM block, shows the potentiality and the re-
lated problems; Section III presents the operation principle of
the proposed solution and Section IV reports its experimental
validation. In Section V a statistical analysis of the proposed
method is illustrated reporting the mean value and the stan-
dard deviation of the CD estimation error in presence of dif-
ferent fiber impairments. In Section VI we analyzed the compu-
tational complexity of the method and in Section VII we draw
the conclusions.

Fig. 1. TDE structure in a FIR butterfly configuration (B-TDE).

II. OPM ALGORITHM

A. Theoretical Description

A Single Mode Fiber (SMF) can be represented as a two-
input/two-output channel, whose frequency response is
represented by a 2 2 Jones matrix, accounting for both CD
and PMD [5]. A two-dimensional (2-D) matched filter can thus
achieve perfect compensation of the corresponding phase dis-
tortions (see [21] and references therein). An adaptive time do-
main 2-D fractionally-spaced feed-forward equalizer (FFE), in
a B-TDE structure, implements the 2-D matched filter if the
MMSE criterion [22] for the adaptation of its coefficients is
adopted [21]. Hence, the core of the DSP in polarization-mul-
tiplexed coherent optical systems is constituted by the B-TDE
implemented in a butterfly structure of adaptive complex-valued
FIR filters with impulse response equal to (Fig. 1). This
scheme also allows to demultiplex two PDM signals. The re-
quired number of taps of the B-TDE is governed mainly by the
maximum residual uncompensated CD and marginally by the
mean differential group delay (DGD) [5], [7].
The taps of the B-TDE filter used in this work were calcu-

lated using the method described in [21] and references therein,
based on an asynchronous detection strategy and asynchronous
filter adjustment algorithm, derived from wireless communica-
tions. This technique was demonstrated to be effective to com-
pensate also for both the transmitter and receiver lasers phase
noise [21]. The taps were adaptively updated accordingly to the
constant modulus algorithm (CMA) for initial convergence and
then using the decision-directed least mean square (DD-LMS)
algorithm for tracking the time varying polarization distortions.
Both algorithms typically converge to the MMSE solution.
If the number of taps is sufficiently large (greater or equal

to the channel memory), the B-TDE perfectly compensates for
CD and PMD and its frequency response is a
good approximation of the inverse of the channel frequency re-
sponse [21]. The perfect channel inversion cannot be performed
due to the presence of a noise factor [21]. The two-dimensional
equalizer coefficients are represented by a 2 2 complex ma-
trix, ranging over the equalizer length [21]:

(1)

where are the Fourier transform of and thus rep-
resent the frequency response of each FIR filter composing the
adaptive 2-D fractionally-spaced FFE (Fig. 1), obtained by the
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Fourier transform of the B-TDE taps. For simplicity, we use a
frequency-continuous notation in the following, but in the prac-
tice both the filters and their spectra are given by their discrete
samples. In the linear regime, both CD and PMD contribute to
the total channel impulse response; using the unitary proper-
ties of the fiber transfer function [23], they can be separated by
proper calculations [20], [24]:

(2)

where is a polarization independent linear function
with quadratic phase and is related to the CD. It includes any
band-pass optical filtering and any low-pass electrical filtering;

is a frequency dependent unitary matrix and represents all
the polarization effects like PMD and polarization dependent
loss (PDL). The B-TDE compensates also for other channel
impairments; if we consider only the all-pass transfer function
responsible for residual CD thus avoiding filtering effects, the
estimated is related to by the following
expression:

(3)

Where , is the transmission distance, is the
angular frequency and is the dispersion parameter. So we can
then estimate the channel CD ( ) by the following equation:

(4)

where indicates averaging over the signal bandwidth.

B. Numerical Validation

First we tested the OPM by numerical simulations, setting
different values of without FDE dispersion compensation.
The considered signal was 112 Gbit/s polarization multi-
plexed quadrature phase shift keying with differential encoding
(PM-DQPSK). A non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pulse filtered
through an electrical baseband fourth-order Gaussian filter with

bandwidth equal to ( is the symbol interval)
was adopted at the transmitter. Two fourth-order Gaussian
optical filters with 3-dB bandwidth equal to and
were present at transmitter and receiver end, respectively. The
post-detection electrical filter was a fifth-order Bessel with
3-dB bandwidth equal to . The transmitted signal also
experienced optical amplification before the receiver. The
low-pass equivalent of the amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise can be modeled as two independent complex noise
components, each with two-sided power spectral density (PSD)
equal to , taking into account the noise components on two
orthogonal states of polarization. The optical signal-to-noise
ratio (OSNR) was set to 17.5 dB, which corresponds to around

bit error rate. The receiver exploited the homodyne
coherent detection scheme, without local oscillator frequency
offset and phase noise in order to include only the effect of CD
on the B-TDE taps.
Given the above channel and receiver configurations, we

tested the convergence time ( ) of the B-TDE, measured
in symbol periods , where is the symbol rate.

TABLE I
CHANNEL MEMORY ( ) AND CONVERGENCE TIME ( ) MEASURED IN
SYMBOL INTERVAL FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF UNCOMPENSATED .

We used the DD-LMS algorithm to implement the MMSE
criterion for the adaptation of the B-TDE coefficients. In order
to estimate the convergence time, we decided that, according to
the usual choice, the convergence had been reached when the
MSE value had fallen below the 120% of its final steady-state
value. At initial condition, all the equalizer coefficients were
set to zero but the central tap, set to 1. The MSE was computed
averaging over a sliding window of .
A key parameter in our case is the channelmemory of the link.

As known, a channel having uncompensated dispersion (
is the link length) has a channel memory of symbols due to
CD approximately given by [6]:

(5)

If the PMD is not included, the total channel memory is given
by , where is the memory contribution
due to optical and electrical filtering. In our case . The
required number of taps in the B-TDE is where
is the oversampling factor (in our case ).
The results are summarized in Table I where the channel

memory in terms of symbol periods is reported together
with the convergence time is given in terms of number of
symbol periods; for each value of uncompensated CD, this
parameter is reported for three different values of the number of
taps in the TDE (5, 11, 23). We chose these last three values be-
cause they represent a reasonable case (11) and two limit condi-
tions (5 and 23). Indeed a fractionally-spaced B-TDEwith 5 taps
is able to compensate a channel with , which can be
realistically induced simply by limited dispersion and common
filtering, whilst 23 fractionally-spaced taps represent a too high
number in terms of B-TDE implementation complexity [12]. In
[25], it was observed that 9 taps are required for a DGD toler-
ance of 100 ps at 112 Gb/s, and 5 taps are required for a DGD
tolerance of 60 ps, thus confirming that 11 taps represent a good
trade-off between complexity and DGD robustness, also main-
taining a margin against residual ISI (e.g., due to filtering effects
and residual uncompensated CD). When the equalizer cannot
converge, we do not report any value of in Table I.
As expected, the B-TDE can converge even if is slightly

greater than the equalizer length, but the convergence time in-
creases drastically. In general if the equalizer length is around

or higher, a shorter equalizer converges with a smaller
number of symbol intervals. In all cases, the step size for the
equalizer taps was set to ; the equalizer steady-state per-
formance and its convergence speed can be improved by opti-
mizing the step-size during the taps convergence and adaptation
process.
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Fig. 2. MSE of the B-TDE with 5, 11 and 23 taps ( ,
).

Fig. 3. OPM estimated CD ( ) vs. value. 5 taps (diamonds), 11 taps (circles)
and 23 taps (black/white squares).

In Fig. 2 we report the MSE convergence curves as a function
of the number of symbols at , and

for three different B-TDE lengths (5, 11 and 23
taps).
From Fig. 2 we see that the MSE of the 5-taps B-TDE does

not reach a steady-state value if the uncompensated is equal
to 1380 ps/m. The B-TDE with 23 taps reaches the convergence
within only 3400 symbols whilst the case with 11 taps needs
9400 symbols to converge. Given that the B-TDE is fractionally
spaced, we need a number of taps greater or equal to twice the
channel memory; in the reported case, 11 taps are far below the
channel memory (see Table I) and the steady-state MSE is not
the minimum achievable. Once the number of taps is enough
to compensate all channel ISI, the steady-state MSE reaches its
minimum mean value.
After reaching the convergence the B-TDE taps configura-

tion was passed to the OPM algorithm which exploits (4). In
Fig. 3 we report estimated CD values ( ) vs. the uncompen-
sated using B-TDE’s having different number of taps. The
B-TDE with a high number of taps (23) provides a good CD

Fig. 4. Proposed loop solution for adaptive CD compensation, based on a FDE,
a low complexity B-TDE and an OPM.

estimation up to a value of 1500 ps/nm with an error below 50
ps/nm (3.3%). Increasing up to 2000 ps/nm the error reaches
the value of 476 ps/nm (24%). Decreasing the number of taps to
11, if we obtained an error of 60 ps/nm (8.8%) and an
error of 190 ps/nm for (20%). We also tested
the OPM performance with a B-TDE with a minimum number
of taps (5). In this case we obtained an estimation error of 180
ps/nm for (34%). The error increases up to
650 ps/nm for (70%). For higher values of un-
compensated the B-TDE does not converge and the value
estimated is unreliable.

III. LOOP OPERATION PRINCIPLE

We have seen that the filter-coefficient based estimation
(OPM) is a good technique to estimate the uncompensated CD,
but the required number of taps for a good estimation increases
with the accumulated CD.
For this reason we propose a solution in order to jointly es-

timate and compensate CD, still exploiting the OPM even in
case of long-haul link with unknown and uncompensated CD.
The proposed solution exploits a FDE, a low complexity B-TDE
with a limited number of taps and an OPM. It allows to obtain at
the same time a precise setting of the FDE together with a good
CD estimation with a blind approach. The concept is to insert the
FDE-based CD compensation block, a low complexity B-TDE
and the OPM in a loop configuration as reported in Fig. 4. In this
loop, the CD value estimated by the OPM provides a feedback
to the FDE. In Fig. 5 the block diagram of the process flow of
the proposed solution is presented.
It is composed of two loops. Loop 1 is used to coarsely set the

FDE thus allowing the B-TDE and OPM to provide a reliable
value of . Loop 2 performs a fine tuning of the FDE exploiting
the value estimated by the OPM.
At each iteration of Loop 1 the MSE value is compared to

a threshold in order to decide if the convergence is close
so that Loop 2 could be start. In Loop 2 the OPM estimates
the dispersion that is left uncompensated by the FDE; this
value is then passed to the FDE whose dispersion is accordingly
changed. The MSE value is also checked to establish when the
iterative estimation and compensation process can be stopped.
This procedure allows to maximize the amount of CD compen-
sated by the FDE and minimize the amount of CD compensated
by the B-TDE.
In the following we report a detailed description of the

process flow showed in Fig. 5. The FDE is initialized to
for a blind approach. If the CD accumulated by

the signal during propagation in the network can range between
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the process flow for the proposed solution ( in
the last iteration of Loop2).

a known minimum ( ) and maximum value, the FDE can
be initialized to . After this initialization, FDE and B-TDE
are applied (Loop 1 in Fig. 5); then the MSE value of the
B-TDE is compared to a threshold ( ). If the MSE is higher
than , the estimated value is considered not reliable. In
this case, a fixed amount of CD ( ) is added to and the
FDE is initialized to this new value. Then again the FDE and
the B-TDE are applied (Loop 1 in the left side of the Fig. 5)
Loop 1 is iterated until . As soon as this condi-

tion is fulfilled the OPM is applied and the value of is com-
pared to the threshold . At the same time a second check on
the MSE is performed. If one of the two values is above the
corresponding threshold ( and ), the iterative procedure
enters Loop 2 and is added algebraically to the value pre-
viously set in the FDE. Loop 2 terminates only when both the
conditions ( and ) are met and the al-
gorithm stops. In this condition the B-TDE compensates only a
minimum ISI quantity defined by the residual , the PMD
and the filtering effect. Decreasing means that the fraction of
the that is compensated by the FDE increases, but more iter-
ation are needed.
On the other hand, if is too high, the B-TDE should com-

pensate a quantity of CD greater than the value it can handle
with a good accuracy. Therefore the choice should be a trade-off
between accuracy of the estimation and number of iterations.
The total CD compensated by the algorithm is the sum of the
CD compensated by the FDE ( ) and the CD compensated by
the B-TDE and estimated by the OPM in the last iteration ( ).
The parameters (threshold values and ) of the proposed

algorithm are critical and must be properly chosen considering
the characteristics of the system (bit-rate and modulation
format) as we will show in the next section.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

We experimentally tested the proposed technique in a
112 Gbit/s PM-QPSK coherent test bed (Fig. 6). The output
lightwave of an external cavity CW tunable laser (150 kHz

Fig. 6. Experimental set-up.

linewidth, wavelength: ) was QPSK-modulated.
Four pseudo random bit sequences (PRBS) at 7 Gbit/s were
combined through a multiplexer (RF MUX). The obtained
28 Gbit/s electrical data stream was power-divided and one of
the two branches was delayed by 48 symbol-times. The two RF
signals were then sent to the I and Q input of the I/Q
modulator. The obtained 56 Gbit/s QPSK signal was then sent
to a polarization multiplexer (PolMux) emulator, which split
the signal into two components. One of them was delayed
by 112 symbol times, rotated in polarization by 90 and then
coupled together to the other, thus emulating a 112 Gbit/s
PM-QPSK signal. The optical signal propagated along a recir-
culating loop (represented by “line” in Fig. 6) including a 40 km
Z-PLUS Fiber® span (nominal dispersion parameter equal to
20.4 ps/nm/km). The launched power was . We set the
loop so that the signal propagated in a range from 0 to 1000 km
with a corresponding CD value from 0 to 20400 ps/nm. No
optical compensating fiber was used. At the receiver side, the
signal and the local oscillator (150 kHz linewidth and 100 MHz
frequency offset) were sent to a polarization diversity 90
hybrid coupler, and detected by four balanced receivers. The
four electrical signals were sampled by a 50 GSample/s real
time oscilloscope, and then processed offline by a common PC.
The receiver works using two samples-per-symbol interval.
The tap coefficients of the B-TDE equalizer were used by the
OPM algorithm for the CD estimation of the line.
The parameter is strictly connected to and depends

on the bit-rate and themodulation format. Namely, should
be chosen such that the difference between the CD compensated
by the FDE and the target is less than the value manageable by
the B-TDE. In order to evaluate the optimal , we studied
the MSE behavior at the steady-state, varying the residual un-
compensated CD, i.e., varying the dispersion compensated by
the FDE ( ).
The results are reported in Fig. 7 for an OSNR of 15 dB and

10 dB and three different B-TDE number of taps (5, 11, 23).
We chose the above values of OSNR in order to study the MSE
variations in a realistic condition (15 dB OSNR) and in a limit
condition (10 dBOSNR).When the uncompensated CD is 0, the
MSE value is around for 15 dB OSNR and around

for 10 dB OSNR. Typically, a MSE value greater than
indicates that the B-TDE cannot converge. As previously
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Fig. 7. MSE value vs. residual uncompensated CD using a B-TDE with 5, 11
and 23 taps for 10 dB OSNR.

Fig. 8. vs. iterations number .

stated, the steady-state MSE mean value is the same when the
number of B-TDE taps is greater or equal the channel memory.
The curves have a “bathtub” shape and their width increases
with the number of taps. If the MSE comes close to , the
equalizer will usually converge and the OPM will give a value
that, even if initially affected by a non-negligible error, will be
able to make Loop 2 to converge. We chose a threshold

and to obtain , the maximum residual
uncompensated CDmust be included between
for a B-TDE with only 5 taps, for a B-TDE
with 11 taps and for a B-TDE with 23 taps.
The difference in the MSE value between Figs. 2 and 7 is due
to a different normalization. For the sake of simplicity we chose

in all cases, which is required for the 5
taps B-TDE. Higher value for could be adopted for 11 and
23 taps; the only drawback for a small is to increase the
number of iteration in Loop 1.
The secondMSE threshold ( ) was set to in order

to keep a more stringent condition on the MSE but preserving
good results also for the limit case of 10 dB OSNR. was set
to 50 ps/nm, in order to have a good trade-off between accuracy
and number of iterations.
The dependence of the compensated and estimated CD value

on the number of iterations, both in Loop 1 and Loop 2, is
reported in Fig. 8, for 5, 11 and 23 B-TDE taps. We consid-
ered four different propagation lengths: 200 km (dots), 520 km

(squares), 760 km (diamonds) and 1000 km (triangles), corre-
sponding to 4080, 10608, 15504 and 20400 ps/nm of nominal
uncompensated , respectively. As described before, the itera-
tions in Loop 1 give a fixed linear increment of 1000 ps/nm
and they are represented in Fig. 8 by the points on the straight
line.
The number of iterations in Loop 1 depends on ,

and . On the other hand the number of iterations in Loop 2
is defined by the number of B-TDE taps, by and . In our
case the iterations in Loop 2 range between 1 (23 taps) and 7 (5
taps).

V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In the previous section the joint CD compensation and es-
timation was demonstrated on the measured data with offline
processing. In order to check the statistical properties of this
method we then used numerical simulations. These also allowed
to assess the performance of the proposed method in presence
of different optical impairments, including all-order PMD and
PDL, which were not available from measured data.
We used the commercial VPI software [27] to simulate

the electromagnetic field corresponding to a 112 Gbit/s
PM-DQPSK NRZ transmitted sequence ( ). This
signal was then propagated on a 10 100 km link of uncom-
pensated G.652 fiber using the split-step Fourier method. The
total accumulated dispersion was . The
amplifier noise was added in the frequency domain; we used the
model presented in [26] for PMD and a PDL element was added
at each amplifier stage. The received electromagnetic field was
then elaborated by means of a standard polarization-diversity
balanced coherent receiver routine implemented in VPI that
sampled the signal at 56 GHz rate.
At the receiver we used an optical Gaussian band-pass filter

with 40 GHz bandwidth. Both the signal laser and the local os-
cillator had a linewidth of 100 kHz. There was no offset between
the two laser sources and between the signal laser and the optical
filter. At the receiver we used a third order Bessel filter (band-
width of 0.7 bit rate). The OSNR was measured by the optical
spectrum analyzer function of VPI. The receiver operates at an
oversampling ratio equal to 2.
We investigated eleven different conditions that are summa-

rized as follows:
• linear propagation with , 15, 10 dB;
• linear propagation with and mean

, 20 ps;
• linear propagation with and ,
10 dB;

• nonlinear propagation (self-phase modulation) with
( );

• nonlinear propagation (self-phase modulation) with
( );

• nonlinear propagation with (
), mean , ;

• nonlinear propagation with (
), mean , .

We run 30 independent simulations for each combination of
various system parameters, then we evaluated the mean value
and the standard deviation of the estimation error.
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Fig. 9. CD estimation error vs. OSNR for 5 taps (left), 11 taps (center) and 23
taps (right). The error bars show the standard deviation.

The received samples were elaborated as described previ-
ously in Section IV. In Fig. 9 we report the CD estimation error
in case of linear propagation without DGD and PMD for three
different values of OSNR (10, 15, 20 dB). The observed be-
havior was similar in all cases: the mean estimation error was
less than 20 ps/nm and also the standard deviation was less than
10 ps/nm (5 and 11 taps), which are very low values in practical
systems. When we used a B-TDE having 23 taps we obtained
a slightly higher value of standard deviation (27 ps/nm), likely
because of the more involved convergence. Due to the structure
of the loop algorithm, the majority of the CD is compensated
by the FDE and the B-TDE must compensate only the residual
CD. The working condition in Fig. 9 (linear propagation without
DGD and PMD and with low CD value) is such that an equal-
izer with a high number of taps (23 in our case) is oversized.
This means that only the central taps give a significant contri-
bution to the CD compensation whereas the lateral ones should
be zero-valued in the ideal case. In a practical scenario, these
lateral taps are not zero, but they assume small values that in-
duce fluctuation in the estimation performed by the OPM.
We then included PMD in our simulations. In Fig. 10 we

report the CD estimation error for a B-TDE with 11 taps in
the case of linear propagation with 15 dB OSNR and PMD
(Fig. 10(a)); 15 dBOSNR and PDL (Fig. 10(b)); nonlinear prop-
agation (Fig. 10(c)); nonlinear propagation, DGD 20 ps and

(Fig. 10(d)). The error bars represent the
standard deviation.
In the Fig. 10(a) both the mean error and the standard devi-

ation are very small and comparable with the data reported in
Fig. 10 thus demonstrating that the PMD is not an issue.
From Fig. 10(b) it results that the PDL has a low impact on the

mean value of the estimation error (30 ps/nm for )
but has a higher impact on the standard deviation. With

a standard deviation of 97 ps/nm has been obtained.
In Fig. 10(c) we report the mean error with respect to

launched optical power at the beginning of each span. In
these cases we activated also the non-linear part in the split
step Fourier propagation software in order to include also the
self-phase modulation effect. The results show that at 10 dBm
input power the mean error is higher compared with the case of

input power but the standard deviation has a similar
value in both cases.
As last test we combined together self-phase modulation,

PDL and PMD (Fig. 10(d)). In particular we studied the

Fig. 10. CD estimation error for a 11 taps B-TDE vs. mean DGD (A); PDL (B);
SPM (C); SPM, DGD and PDL (D). The error bars represent the standard
deviation.

case with launched power and , mean
and . The maximum value for the

mean error is 30 ps/nm and the maximum standard deviation is
57 ps/nm both recorded for 10 dBm input power.
Using a B-TDEwith 5 taps, the results were similar compared

to the case with 11 taps. On the other hand using a B-TDE with
23 taps, the obtained results were worst compared to the case
with 11 taps. The main difference was a 50% increment of the
standard deviation value when the PDLwas added to the system.
As can be seen, the overall performance of the proposed

method is good. This is even more important since the proposed
solution exploits resources already present in a system (FDE,
B-TDE and the OPM) and non-dedicated to non-linear effects
compensation and PDL mitigation.
Even for very high value of PDL (10 dB) the results are ac-

ceptable. Overall the maximum estimation error obtained in all
the considered conditions was 340 ps/nm. Considering that the
B-TDE was not optimized for working in very stressing con-
ditions (in particular high PDL value), the obtained values are
comparable with the results recently presented [10], [28]. Fur-
thermore the limit case with a five of taps performed very well
with results comparable to the case of 11 taps and even better if
compared to the case of 23 taps. This behavior can be explained
considering that the majority of the CD is compensated by FDE
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and the B-TDE should compensate only the ISI induced by the
residual uncompensated CD, by the PMD and by the filtering. In
case the length of the B-TDE is significantly higher compared to
the channel length the convergence is more critical due to nu-
merical fluctuations of the taps and this affects the estimation
accuracy in terms of standard deviation.

VI. ALGORITHM COMPLEXITY

We point out that any new algorithm solution, for CD search
and compensation, brings some additional complexity, which
should be evaluated. This complexity can be divided in hard-
ware and computational. The first one is due to the use of an
ASIC or a FPGA. The proposed algorithm is intended to ex-
ploit resources (FDE, B-TDE and OPM) already present in the
system and thus the hardware required for CD search is the same
used in data path. The second one can be estimated in terms of
complex multiplications per iteration.
The complexity of equalizers is primarily determined by their

length, which depends on the channel memory. As reported in
[12] and [17], a static FDE requires about 32 complex multipli-
cations per bit at 112 Gbit/s with 24000 ps/nm of uncompen-
sated CD. The method presented in [16] based on adaptive FDE
(filter-bank approach with time-domain cost functions) needs
to iterate the algorithm for 187 times (including both first and
second iteration) in order to estimate the given CD. In total 5984
complex multiplications per bit are required. In the case of the
method presented in this paper, for the same amount of uncom-
pensated CD and , the number of itera-
tions in Loop 1 are 24 considering a B-TDE with 11 taps (less
iterations are needed in case of an optimized ). Loop 2
must be iterated for about 10 times (we consider this number
as a worst case scenario from Fig. 9) leading to a total of 34
iterations. Considering 32 and 22 complex multiplications per
bit for FDE and B-TDE respectively [17], [29], a total of 1836
multiplications per transmitted bit are required for the proposed
approach based on the co-operation between FDE and B-TDE.
The OPM (operating only during Loop 2) can be implemented
in a side-processor or micro controller in order to reduce the
gate-count of the high-speed ASIC, which incorporates FDE
and B-TDE.We underline that this complexity calculation deals
only with the number of complex operations executed during the
CD search by the FDE and B-TDE, but this is not an exhaustive
evaluation of the total computational complexity.
On the other side, the pure FDE method based on a filter

bank approach presented in [13] with frequency domain cost
functions can be realized without the necessity of multiple
FFT’s. However this technique requires to filter the received
signal spectrum by a range of potential CD compensation func-
tions ( and a step width equal to 200 ps/nm) and
consequently to compute the complex autocorrelation functions
over both polarizations. Moreover the best-matching search
based on clock tone information can be affected by polarization
effects that are avoided using a polarization filter.
Our method combines the robust FDE-based solution with a

subsequent FIR filter scan for further fine tuning. Given that the
number of taps is crucial for B-TDE complexity, the proposed
loop configuration permits to minimize the B-TDE taps number

(5 taps, in ideal case, and 11 taps in a real system), since it
is governed only by the mean DGD, the residual CD and the
filtering, regardless of the uncompensated CD of the line.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a solution for joint CD estimation and compen-
sation in uncompensated links. This method does not require
any prior knowledge of the link dispersion neither the use any
training sequence, but it only exploits resources already present
in the system (FDE, B-TDE, and OPM) and arranging them in
loop configuration, with no increase in the complexity of the
equalizers.
We first experimentally demonstrated the validity of the pro-

posed solution for a maximum CD value of 20400 ps/nm. We
obtained very good results for a realistic case of 11 taps and for
the limit cases with 23 and 5 taps. We chose 5 taps as a refer-
ence, in order to demonstrate the robustness of the loop algo-
rithm even with a very low number of taps. In a realistic case,
a higher number must be considered, in order to take into ac-
count any other kind of impairments such as low-pass filtering,
frequency offset, phase noise, PMD.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed solution

in terms of mean error and standard deviation, we run a set of
simulations where the propagating signal was affected by dif-
ferent types of optical impairments (noise, PDL, PMD, self-
phase modulation). The estimation results are comparable with
those reported recently in the literature.
Finally, we outline that this method can be used in any DSP-

based coherent system employing an FDE followed by a B-TDE
aiming at inverting the linear transfer function of the channel,
regardless the modulation format and the bit-rate.
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